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Here, we show that for battery active materials coated onto carbon fiber current collectors, a thin electroconductive poly acrylonitrile, or PAN, coating applied to the surface of the battery material coated fiber drastically improves adhesion and multifunctional structural energy storage performance. With this electrode design, we demonstrate structural battery composites composed of lithium iron phosphate cathodes and graphite anodes which exhibit a maximum energy density of 58 W h kg⁻¹ considering all combined battery and composite materials that make up both the energy storage unit and structural system framework it powers. These full-cell structural batteries also demonstrate capacity retention over 80% exceeding 100 cycles with an average energy density of 52 W h kg⁻¹. Combined mechanical and electrochemical testing correlates this excellent multifunctional performance to the role of PAN coating that adheres active battery materials to carbon fibers during battery operation and mechanical loading. Our findings demonstrate a structural Li-ion battery with a gravimetric multifunctional advantage for electrically powered systems, and highlights the importance of interface engineering to enable practical structural battery systems.

Introduction

While lithium batteries have been an enabling device for mobile applications, the basic method for incorporating the lithium-ion battery (LIB) into systems has remained unchanged over the past thirty years.¹⁻² Traditional LIB architectures, including pouch, cylindrical, and prismatic cells, have remained independent of the system they power and involve materials and electrolytes packaged into self-contained cells, which are then added externally to a system that requires power input. Despite great strides since the conception of the lithium-ion battery to reduce inactive mass,³ minimize packaging,⁴⁻⁵ and streamline manufacturing,⁶⁻⁷ performance improvements in batteries have been historically slow. While improved anodes give promise to higher cell capacity,⁸⁻¹¹ the push to reduce or eliminate cobalt from cathodes as battery production volume scales higher means lower cell voltage,¹²⁻¹³ and this brings a push–pull competition toward improved battery performance at the cell level. In this regard, a growing number of current and emerging applications for LIBs depend on the system performance. For example, in electric vehicles the total mass footprint of the chassis, batteries, and other components is correlated to the power/energy requirements of the battery – i.e. a lighter EV chassis with the same battery pack is synonymous with the same EV chassis weight with a higher energy density battery pack. Despite this tradeoff for many systems ranging from drones, UAVs, electric vehicles, electric powered maritime vehicles, power tools/appliances, and more – researchers most commonly continue down this path to improve energy density through new electrode materials rather than better system integration methods.

With this said, structural energy storage represents a growing field of research over the past years. Early studies in this area primarily focused on supercapacitors with a simple two symmetric electrode design, and inspiration built from work on polymer and/or solid battery architectures.¹⁴⁻²¹ Challenges among these early studies included a lack of clear justification for multifunctional operation and/or performance, and extremely low areal and gravimetric energy storage capability in the order of a few to tens of mF cm⁻¹.² While many of these challenges remain, efforts to benchmark multifunctional performance are starting to emerge. Sun et al.²² highlight a comparison of improved rGO/Kevlar supercapacitors compared to carbon aerogel/epoxy materials and introduce a formalism to evaluate the multifunctional advantage in...
Results & discussion

PAN is already commonly utilized for coating the surface of carbon fibers to enhance mechanical strength in lightweight carbon fiber composites. In this case, to utilize PAN as an interface engineering platform for structural batteries, we simply sandwiched the active battery material between the current-carrying carbon fiber materials and the PAN coating (Fig. 1a and S12, ESI†). In this design, the carbon fiber network doubles as the current collector and structural backbone of the device, while the PAN coating mechanically reinforces the carbon fiber-battery material interface and provides an electroactive transport medium for lithium ions. By using carbon fiber as a conductive and structural current collector backbone of the device, which displaces Al and Cu metals, a reduction of up to 15% of the gravimetric footprint of Li-ion batteries is achieved, which is advantageous for offsetting the mass penalty of incorporating battery systems in composites.49 While some past work has considered carbon fiber as an electrode itself, lower capacity and the electrochemical cycling reversibility of Li5–37 combined with structural degradation to the composite backbone during successive charge/discharge cycles make graphite coated onto a carbon fiber electrode a more practical selection for high performance and stable structural battery design. This design incorporating graphite anodes and lithium iron phosphate cathodes (GR|LFP) is shown in Fig. 1b and contrasted to an electrode architecture without PAN coating. Notably, as PAN is commonly utilized for coating the surface of carbon fibers to enhance mechanical strength in lightweight carbon fiber composites, the case of our design with a PAN interface simply sandwiches the active battery material between the carbon fiber and PAN coating. Overall, when the carbon fiber current collector is subjected to either a concentrated mechanical force due to bending and/or interfacial shear stress due to successive charge–discharge cycles, our findings in this work indicate significant delamination of the battery active materials from the current collector that renders a portion of the material inactive for energy storage (Fig. 1b and S14, ESI†).

In this regard, the PAN coating plays a (mechanical) role parallel to compressive packaging in commercial LIBs, which is to adhere the active battery material to the current collector to mitigate this problem. To demonstrate this point, Fig. 1c shows galvanostatic charge–discharge curves from structural LIBs prepared identically except with and without a PAN reinforcing interface following 100 cycles of galvanostatic charge–discharge cycling at a rate of 0.1 C. The lithium storage capacity normalized against all active and inactive materials in the structural battery is ~50% lower for the battery that is prepared without the PAN reinforcing interface due to delamination and loss of active materials.

Therefore, PAN addition results in better stability of the critical battery-structural material interface that minimizes material delamination. To further evaluate and demonstrate this, lap-shear tests were performed for both GR and LFP electrodes with and without PAN (Fig. 2a and b). The addition of PAN to the GR electrode increased the ultimate tensile strength.
by >40% and that of the LFP electrode by >80%. As this test is designed to identify and test the integrity across interfaces, these results support that the PAN coating significantly augments the interfacial mechanical adhesion in the structural composite. As the carbon fiber – composite interfacial structure is critically important for structural composites, the fiber-matrix interphase requires chemical or mechanical linkage for the best performance. As the carbon fiber – composite interfacial structure directly make up this interphase region and, in turn, determine

Fig. 1  (a) Fabrication of structural LIBs from battery electrodes to epoxy impregnation into structural composites, (b) scheme illustrating stress distribution and material delamination in carbon fiber structural battery electrodes with and without a PAN coating and (c) 100th galvanostatic charge discharge cycle at 0.1 C for uncoated (black) and PAN coated (blue) carbon fiber GR|LFP full-cells.
the mechanical properties of the composite. Failure occurs at the weakest point in this matrix, which will always be at this interphase region due to the lack of chemical or mechanical binding of the active materials to the carbon fiber. Additionally, charging and discharging the battery materials on a static current collector imposes additional interfacial shear stress at the battery material/CNT interface to amplify this interfacial instability. In this way, the significantly improved mechanical properties in lap-shear tests of electrodes with PAN coating emphasize a more compact and adherent fiber-matrix interphase that reduces or eliminates interfacial delamination between the composite matrix and carbon fiber during battery operation and/or mechanical loading.

In addition to the mechanical properties, we performed further tests to evaluate the impact of the PAN layer on the electrochemical properties of the electrodes. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were obtained at 5 mV s⁻¹ for both PAN GR|LFP (Fig. 3a) and GR|LFP electrodes (Fig. 3b). In the case of the PAN GR|LFP electrode, the faradaic redox couple appears to be stable over successive CV sweeps, which is in contrast to the GR|LFP electrode where the redox peaks evidently decrease in intensity and also shift to lower potentials during five successive CV scans. For the case without PAN, the reduction peak beyond the 1st cycle for the GR|LFP electrodes is less pronounced which indicates that the Li-ions cannot as easily access the host LFP structure. Consequently, this CV appears more capacitive in nature and less reversible as there are fewer available sites for charge to be stored within the LFP cathode due to material delamination over the course of cycling. Material delamination is further evident by the magnitude of the peak current reduction for each electrode. Between the 1st and 5th cycles, the peak current decreases by only ~5% for the PAN GR|LFP electrode but >75% for the GR|LFP electrodes. This reduction in peak current is associated with a decrease in the number of electrons associated with redox processes over the subsequent cycles, which is often attributed to a decrease in the electroactive surface area. As the surface area decreases and fewer electrons are needed to accommodate the redox activity of active electrode materials, this further supports the mechanism of delamination at interfaces for the instability of the electrode without PAN coating.

Further electrochemical testing of full-cell structural LIBs further supports the mechanism of PAN coating to improve interfacial adhesion and stability (Fig. 4). When PAN is coated onto the CF/battery electrodes (Fig. 4a), the initial capacity is greater than that without PAN (Fig. 4b). We attribute this to irreversible capacity loss due to delamination during formation cycling, where stresses during stable SEI formation on the
anode and cathode lead to a significantly less electroactive surface area for structural batteries without PAN coating. Following this over 100 subsequent cycles at a slow cycling rate of 0.1 C, the PAN GR|LFP electrode retains over 80% of its initial capacity whereas the GR|LFP (without PAN) electrode retains less than 64% of initial capacity after formation cycling (Fig. 4f). Similar trends in performance were observed during half-cell cycling and are included in Fig. S1–S6, ESI.† GR|Li and LFP|Li half-cells with the addition of PAN had improved capacity retention and cycling compared to those without the addition of the PAN polymer layer.

While the objective of battery design is to achieve a high gravimetric energy density relative to the mass of active battery materials, the objective of a structural battery is to further design an integration pathway that can achieve a high gravimetric energy density relative to all battery and composite materials. In this manner, we measured the gravimetric energy density of both inactive (structural) and active (battery) materials in the battery composite, including the carbon fiber. We then measure the average energy density over a period of 100 cycles for PAN GR|LFP electrodes to be 52 W h kg⁻¹ (maximum ~ 58 W h kg⁻¹), more than two times greater than the GR|LFP electrodes with an average energy density of 21 W h kg⁻¹ (Fig. 4c). This energy density of the PAN GR|LFP structural batteries is about 1/3 that of a packaged Li-ion commercial cell and includes the structural carbon fiber composite materials that serve both as the inactive packaging for this structural battery as well as a component for the structural design of the system. In this regard, we believe that the next-generation design of high-performance batteries will optimize the total system gravimetric performance, as opposed to improvements in cell-level performance without consideration of the system the battery is plugged into.

Furthermore, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was also performed to probe the kinetics of the electrode process and interface properties with and without PAN before and after cycling. PAN containing electrodes are often used as a polymer binder due to low charge transfer resistance $R_{\text{CT}}$ associated with polar nitrile groups. EIS measurements (Fig. 4d and e) indicate an initial $R_{\text{CT}}$ of 60 Ω with PAN and of 45 Ω without PAN. However, after cycling with no PAN $R_{\text{CT}}$ ($R_{\text{CT}}$ ~ 1140 Ω) (Fig. 4e) was 80% greater than with the addition of PAN ($R_{\text{CT}}$ ~ 240 Ω) (Fig. 4d) further proving that the loss of interface integrity without PAN stabilization that leads to poorer cycling stability of the structural battery. While the initial impedance of the full-cell with PAN is slightly higher than that without PAN, we attribute this to the PAN layer reducing cell conductivity. However, after cycling the small increase in resistance due to the PAN layer is overshadowed by the positive effect that PAN has on the stability of the electrode material interface, resulting in a significantly larger $R_{\text{CT}}$ for the case without PAN. Notably, such an increase in $R_{\text{CT}}$ after cycling is commonly attributed to cell aging and material delamination in Li-ion battery systems, consistent with our other results for structural batteries prepared without PAN. Thereby, this further elucidates that PAN improves the interphase between the fibers and the matrix.
which minimizes material delamination, resulting in a lower $R_{ct}$ after cycling and enhanced electrochemical performance.

Additionally, to evaluate the role of the PAN coating on the rate capability of the structural batteries, we tested six cycles at rates of 0.1 C, 0.2 C, 0.5 C, 0.7 C, and 1 C, as shown in Fig. S10. ESL.† Overall, at 1 C the PAN based batteries maintain ~68% of the 0.1 C capacity whereas the structural batteries without PAN maintain ~ 60%. However, these results indicate consistent trends of less capacity retention in structural batteries prepared with PAN coatings, which is also evident in Fig. 4c.

Further, when evaluating a multifunctional device, it is important to quantify the benefit or advantage of the design approach and performance relative to the individual (separate) devices that are being combined. From a broad perspective, the approach we demonstrate effectively utilizes the composite materials including carbon fiber and epoxy matrix as packaging (inactive) materials for the battery – even though these components are associated with the gravimetric footprint of the system as well. In turn, even the structural materials (e.g. carbon fiber, epoxy, etc.) play an active role in the multifunctional device for structural performance, making no portion of this structural battery design inactive under structural and multifunctional operation. Our findings of this work indicate that the active battery materials are more effectively utilized in the PAN-coated composite versus the non-PAN coated one. Therefore, to quantitatively evaluate and compare the multifunctional advantage in this structural battery with PAN coatings, we adopted the formalism introduced by Sun et al.23 to evaluate the multifunctional advantage of structural rGO-polymer supercapacitors. Detailed calculations for the multifunctional advantage are presented in Fig. S16, ESL.† Overall, we calculated the multifunctional advantage for the PAN-coated structural battery to be 1.08 versus 0.78 for the uncoated structural battery, which is attributed to the ~2× larger total gravimetric energy density of this device. Following this formalism, an overall multifunctional advantage >1 indicates potential for significant system-level volume or cost savings of the multifunctional material compared to individual battery and structural material components. In other words, the performance of the system plus the battery using a multifunctional integration scheme is improved in comparison to the traditional pathway of incorporating the separate (single function) elements together. Therefore, this highlights a significant point that even with a structural battery design that eliminates inactive materials, the lack of appropriate interface reinforcement – especially in the case of volume-changing battery materials, can lead active materials to become inactive during operation. In turn, our work not only highlights the first structural lithium ion battery with a demonstrated multifunctional advantage >1, but also highlights the significant science of interface design that must be addressed in ongoing efforts in this field to achieve practical device outcomes.

**Conclusion**

In summary, our findings demonstrate the importance of a PAN interface that bridges the active battery materials and epoxy matrix in a structural lithium ion battery to enable (1) reinforced mechanical adherence between the active battery materials and carbon fiber current collector, and (2) active ion transport pathways between the composite matrix and active materials via the PAN. This enables us to achieve average energy density measured over 100 cycles in a structural lithium-ion battery, considering both active battery materials and composite materials, to be ~52 W h kg$^{-1}$, with a maximum energy density of ~58 W h kg$^{-1}$. Compared to traditional commercially packaged LIBs, which incorporate inactive packaging and bear no on-board mass of system components in gravimetric energy density (e.g. carbon fibers, epoxy, etc.), the calculated multifunctional advantage >1 in our work enables the structural battery to yield improved system level performance over separately combined LIBs and composite structural materials, a key milestone for structural energy storage. Overall, this performance is ~2× improved for structural batteries without PAN and we attribute the lower energy density in the uncoated structural battery to the delamination of active materials during both SEI formation cycles and subsequent charge–discharge cycling of the full-cell structural battery.

Overall, this work shows that engineering stable interfaces, in our case with PAN, is an important ongoing step toward achieving structural batteries with a clearly defined multifunctional advantage over separate components in a system. In turn, we demonstrate the first structural battery with a clearly defined advantage compared to a separate carbon fiber structural composite and Li-ion battery. With the broad societal relevance of batteries in systems where the total system gravimetric footprint (structural materials + batteries) is evaluated together – such as in aerospace systems, electric vehicles and transportation, electric powered maritime applications, electric powered appliances and power tools, and other emerging mobile devices, improving the total energy stored on board while decreasing the weight of the system using multifunctional batteries can be viewed as analogous to the conventional path of achieving higher energy density batteries that can externally be added in a modular fashion to a system with the same gravimetric footprint. Our work shows for the first time that the prospect for battery integration into structural materials in a way that provides improved system performance or cost is a realizable future goal.

**Experimental section**

**Electrode fabrication and battery assembly**

Carbon fiber (Fibre Glast) was used as the current collector for all electrodes. Lithium iron phosphate (LFP) electrodes consisted of LFP (MTI), conductive carbon black (MTI), multiwall carbon nanotubes (CheapTubes, >95%), and PVDF binder (MTI, >99.5%) in a ratio of 65 : 20 : 5 : 10, respectively. Carbon nanotubes were used as a conductive additive to offset the insulating nature of the carbon fiber current collector and increase the conductivity throughout the cathode.44 Graphite (GR) electrodes were made with graphite powder <20 μm (Sigma-Aldrich), conductive carbon black (MTI), and PVDF binder (MTI, >99.5%) in a ratio of 80 : 10 : 10, respectively. Full-cells were assembled with a N/P ratio of 2.1 : 1.
A polyacrylonitrile (PAN) coating was made by dissolving 2.5 wt% PAN in dimethylformamide (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8%) and stirring at 70 °C. PAN GR and PAN LFP electrodes were made by coating the GR and LFP electrodes, respectively, with PAN. Celgard 2525 separators were used with 1 M LiPF₆ (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) in ethylene carbonate (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%): diethyl carbonate (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) in a 1:1 volume ratio as the electrolyte. Carbonate solvents were chosen as a control to minimize water contamination issues more heavily associated with other solvents like ionic liquids. Galvanostatic testing was performed on an 8 channel MTI battery testing system and cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were conducted using a Metrohm Autolab potentiotstat/galanostat. EIS was performed at room temperature (25 °C) from 1,000,000 Hz – 0.1 Hz for 100 frequencies, a single sine wave logarithmic frequency step with amplitude 0.05 V with a SOC before and after cycling ~100% after resting for 24 hours so that the voltage was stable.

Carbon fiber composite battery assembly
The carbon fiber layup process used epoxy (Fibre Glast Development Corp., System 1000 Laminating Epoxy Resin Standard Part Kit 1000/1025), a roller, squeegee, and carbon fiber (Fibre Glast). 4 pieces of 6 cm × 6 cm carbon fiber were impregnated with epoxy. The composite battery was then assembled similarly too; two of the epoxy-impregnated carbon fiber squares, GR|CF electrodes with and without PAN, a separator, a LFP|PAN electrode with and without PAN, and two-epoxy impregnated carbon fiber squares. Nickel tabs (MTI, 99.99%) were used for the GR|LFP electrode and aluminum tabs (MTI, 99.99%) were used for the LFP|PAN electrode.

Electrode characterization and mechanical testing
All electrode materials were examined by scanning electron microscopy using a Zeiss Merlin SEM. An Instron mechanical tester was used to perform lap shear tensile tests and carbon fiber composite tensile tests. All samples underwent tensile tests at a strain rate of 2 mm min⁻¹.
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